Information and communication technology has evolved rapidly which allows the users to share the information online smoothly. The speed of sending the information via technology is extraordinary and offers loads of benefits to the users. There are many types of communication that can be opted by the users. Email is one of the essential communication medium that can be used to convey the message and information. It works speedily in transmitting the message and information to the users in a formal setting or to the workers especially in the organization. In using email, language plays the main role in order to ensure the recipients comprehend the message clearly. Hence, the users need to use the proper language in order to enhance the communication with others successfully. Nevertheless, the language utilized in the email sometimes is not employed precisely which can cause the users confused and unable to comprehend the message easily. The sender neglects to use the accurate language in the email as they concern more on the message to the target recipients. If this scenario keeps on continuing without any solution, it will give the negative impact to the other email users. Hence, the main aim of this study is to discover the effect of using the accurate language in email. This study focuses on two aspects of language; lexical and morphology. The methodology employed in this study was qualitative method. The researchers had carried out the content analysis by interpreting and analyzing the data thoroughly.
INTRODUCTION
To date, language errors in Bahasa Melayu have been spotted a lot especially in the workplace. It is a serious matter that we need to ponder upon. Interpersonal communication pattern is such a huge influence on individual and organizational performance. Communication via electronic mail (email) becomes a very popular tool to deliver the message and information in the workplace. Electronic mail (henceforth email) is a method which allows the people to exchange digital messages between computer users in the workplace on the web. Email first entered substantial use in the 1960s and by the mid-1970s had taken the form now recognized as email (Derks, 2010) .
The email system operates by accepting, forwarding, delivering, and storing the messages. Hence, if the usage of accurate language in Bahasa Melayu via email is not well addressed, the greater language error will occur and eventually will become a trustworthy language (Nik Safiah Karim, 2003) . In fact, the utilization of accurate language should commence in the workplace as it can increase the prestige of Bahasa Melayu. Yahya Othman et al., (2009) claimed that the struggle to uphold the Bahasa Melayu cannot come to a stop. Since Bahasa Melayu is the Malaysia's national language, it is a must to put an effort to increase the prestige of it with a purposeful planning. and lowercase letters is employed and practiced in the email. Also, the language must be precise, brief and courteous since it is formal and symbolizes the nation and identity.
Nik Safiah Karim et al. (2004) defined morphology is the field of linguistics that studies the structure, forms of words and word categorization. The structure refers to a set of speech sound or symbols that carries a unit of language. According to Kamus Dewan (2007) , lexical is not a word or vocabulary. It means that there is a meaning in the word itself where the folks should be aware when employ it in the sentence. If not, redundancy of word will be occurred in a sentence that leads to the incorrect one. Therefore, the writing that meets morphological and lexical aspects makes the writing more quality, meaningful and clearly comprehended by readers.
Siti Norsyahida et al. (2015) , demonstrated in her research pertaining to errors in Bahasa Melayu utilized on the blog in morphological aspect. Blog is also a medium of communication in the Internet. The study found that there are lots of language errors in morphological aspect such as the use of single word, derived word, and plural. Hence, it is a difficult to prevent the language errors because the accurate language used in sentence is not emphasized among the writers and authors.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY Generally, this study is conducted to: i) identify the effects of using the technology in transmitting the message and information in the workplace. ii) identify the language inaccuracy in lexical and morphological aspects in the emails. iii)
analyze the language inaccuracy in lexical and morphological aspects in the emails. METHODOLOGY The researchers conducted the qualitative content analysis method in this study. The findings were interpreted using the summative content analysis. This type of analysis commenced with identifying and quantifying certain words or content in the text in order to comprehend the contextual use of the words or content (Sarah & Shannon, 2005) . This method had been opted by the researchers as it's flexible and suitable to be employed especially when it comes to the language base. The findings were obtained from the formal emails in one of the Technical universities at Malaysia namely University Malaysia Perlis (UniMAP). The emails had been analyzed from January until June, which the total numbers were 720 emails in year 2015. The analysis began by sorting them out according to the respected categories and codes. There are two categories have been identified namely lexical and morphology. In addition, four types of errors made by the users have been discovered from the data. The coding codes have been set namely spelling, word choice, redundancy and code mixing.
FINDINGS
In data analysis, the researchers have reviewed, analyzed and organized them based on the research questions and objectives of the study as below: Based on the email fraction in table 1, the most frequent email used by the users are announcement email, which is 83.89%, followed by the invitation email which is 11.53% category of and 4.59% of the speech email category. The email contains language weaknesses will only be used as a sample of the study, which is by using the purposeful sampling. Announcement email contain of the variety of content such as announcement of performance rating system opening, grant application and weekly meeting with the top management. Meanwhile, the invitation email consists of an email invitation to a program or seminar. Email speeches are expressing congratulations or appreciative of attendance to an event and condolences upon the death of a staff member or staff member of the family.
Moreover, the researchers figured out that emails were widely used by the staff yet they tended to ignore on the proper and correct use of language. Their language proficiency is apparently is threshold or intermediate according to the data that have been analyzed. The language aspects that have been identified as a problematic were on the lexical and morphology. Further discussions will elucidate more on the language inaccuracy in these two aspects; lexical and morphology in four categories of emails mentioned above. In the pie chart above, Spelling indicated a prominent lexical category with 46%, followed by the Word Choice namely 32%, Word Redundancy, 15% and Code Mixing, 7%. For morphology aspect, the frequency of inaccuracy can be seen in Figure 5 below: In terms of morphology aspect namely formation of words, the prominent errors made by the staff were 'Pemajmukan' which was 61%, followed by 'Penggandaan' and 'Pengimbuhan' with 18% for both. The less error made by the staff was 'Pengakroniman' aspect which was 3% only.
c. Analyzing Language Inaccuracy in Lexical and Morphology Aspects
This section will analyze the language weaknesses in terms of lexical and morphological aspects in email usage in detail according to the words. 
Mastering the Lexical Aspect
To analyze the language inaccuracy in lexical aspect, the researchers concluded that in Table  2 below: The details of the frequency of weaknesses in the lexical aspects can be seen in the following table: The table 2 above revealed that language inaccuracy in lexical aspect was the most prominent for spelling category where 214 spelling errors spotted in the emails. The staff often spelt the 'email' and 'emel' constantly, which the frequency of it was 165 times. In fact, the word 'email' supposedly fell under the code-mixing category, yet the researcher found that the staff was confused on how to spell it accurately. In addition, the staff also confused to spell the preposition correctly, which frequency of it was 43 times in the email.
In the table 3, the weakness of the email spelling appears to occur every month and the frequency is very noticeable. The examples of its use in email samples are:
S1:
Mohon sedia maklum bahawa jadual telah dikeluarkan melalui e-mail pelajar dan Portal (January, 30; Invitation email).
S2:
Bagi peserta yang berjaya, mereka akan dihubungi melalui emel (February, 24; Announcement email). The examples of prepositions spelt incorrectly were 'di atas' and 'di bawah'. Apart from that, the prepositions that they confused to spell were either it had to be spelt as secured or spaced. Researchers also found that the staff were unable to distinguish between preposition and the prefix 'di ...'. In fact, the formula is simple; all the preposition words are spelled apart while the prefix should be spelt together in one word. Although it does not hinder the communication process, yet if the spellings are spelt wrongly constantly, it can reflect the staff's level of language proficiency. The examples of its use in email samples are:
S4:
Dengan segala hormatnya perkara diatas adalah dirujuk (March, 31; Announcement email Apart from spelling errors, incorrect word choice also occurs for lexical aspect. The staff constructed the sentences without thinking of the proper and accurate words while composing the emails. The weakness of word selection of 'kata sendi' word is the most obvious, which is 64 times throughout the study. One of the wrong words used in the email is 'kepada', 'pada', 'di' and 'dari'. The examples are as follows:
S7:
Tarikh The usage of the word 'pada' must be used in S7, S8 and the word 'daripada' must be used in S9. The users are confused to choose the correct word of 'kata sendi' in the sentence. Even in the same category, however, every word of 'kata sendi' should be used correctly in terms of grammatical rules. It has been emphasized by Nik Safiah Karim, Farid M. Onn, Hashim Haji Musa and Abdul Hamid Mahmood (2014) that although the 'kata sendi' is present before a noun or phrase, but each of them has different tasks or functions and its use is determined by a specific rule. The users are confused to use the words such as 'dari' and 'di' when writing an email. The examples are as follows: The use of the word 'daripada' should be used in S10 and S11 because the word 'dari' is utilized for place and time while the word 'daripada' refers to people or comparison. The next example which is S12 should be replaced with the word 'pada' because it is actually refers to time, not a place.
The stand out word that used incorrectly by the staff was 'pohon' with the frequency of it was 33 times. As following are the weaknesses of the usage of pohon word in the study: Supposedly, they must not overlook on how to spell accurately between 'pohon' and 'mohon'. As a consequence, it will result the different meanings and interpretation in the email sent to the receiver. The correct meaning of 'pohon' is 'pokok' meanwhile 'mohon' word means 'minta' (Pusat Rujukan Persuratan Melayu). The use of the word 'pohon' is used extensively among the staff. In addition, it is also frequently used in official forms and letters. The use of the word 'pohon' is used extensively and becomes the norm among the staff. In addition to being used in email, the word 'pohon' is also used in official forms and letters.
Moreover, the selection of word 'bersama' in the email should also be replaced with 'bersama-sama' in the context of its use. The examples are as follows: Apart from the word 'attachment', there are other English words such as 'online', 'booth' and 'link' which similar to the Bahasa Melayu words namely dalam talian, reruai and pautan. Even though the weaknesses of code mixing is not prominent compared to others in the lexical aspect, they should opt for the appropriate word in Bahasa Melayu and did not mix with the foreign language in the formal emails. From the analysis in the email, it is revealed that the users are quite weak in the lexical aspect. Lexical is vital to be utilized when the users ate communicating either verbally or in writing. The users should not choose wrong lexical, word redundancy, code mixing or wrong spelling.
Mastering the Morphology Aspect
The morphological aspect in this study focuses on 'pengimbuhan', 'pemajmukan, 'penggandaan' and 'pengakroniman'. There are a few repeated words which are wrongly used that have been identified by the researchers. The details of the frequency of prominent words errors in the morphology aspects can be seen in the following table: 
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Jilid 33 (4) The table 4 above revealed the frequency of most prominent word errors for the first six months of data collected. These prominent word errors are repeated over the first six months. For instance, the word 'semua warga UniMAP' is technically incorrect in terms of multiplication because the words 'semua' and 'warga' indicate a repetition for a group. Therefore, the users need to compose the e-mail by using 'warga UniMAP'. In addition, the words such as 'tengahari', 'aturcara' and 'urusetia' have also been repeated every month in the formal email. Hence, this repetition is frequently made by the users in composing the email. The repetition of errors proved that the staff in UniMAP lack of awareness in using a correct word in the email. The examples are as follows: As follows is the frequency of the most prominent process in morphological aspect from January to June: The table above demonstrates the frequency of errors according to the process for six months data obtained. From this table, it is clear that the process in 'pemajmukan' is the most prominent errors made by the users and followed by the process of 'pengimbuhan', 'penggandaan' and 'pengakroniman'.
Pemajmukan
For instance, the frequent words spelt wrongly were 'tengahari' for 25 times and 'aturcara', 21 times. Apart from that, the other words spelt incorrectly were 'berkuatkuasa', 'urusetia', 'temubual' and 'maklumbalas'. The guidelines that have been set by Dewan Bahasa dan Pustaka (DBP) explained that all the phraseology, which is a combination of two basic words or more which carry a particular meaning in Malay, which was formed after 1972, should be spelt out separately (Pedoman Umum Ejaan Bahasa Malaysia, 1975 
Pengimbuhan
The second prominent frequency of errors was pengimbuhan. The staff faced the difficulties in using the prefixes and suffixes. They confused with the suffix '-kan' and '-i'. For instance, they used the word 'didahulukan' instead of 'didahului'. Utilization of the correct prefixes and suffixes should be employed carefully as it related in constructing of sentence or syntax. The usage of prefixes 'di...' also becomes a problem to the staff when constructing a sentence. The confusion occurred because they are uncertain to spell the word either in secured or spaced. For example, 'di lampirkan' and 'di mohon' should be spelled together in one word. It happened because they confused whether it is a prefix or preposition. From the analysis, the researchers found out that the users were lack of knowledge in the morphology aspect. They are supposed to know the usage of morphology aspect to form the correct sentences in writing the email. The users who always use email as medium must have the understanding of language aspects such as 'kata majmuk', 'imbuhan', 'kata ganda' and 'akronim'.
Based on the analysis, the researchers discovered that language weaknesses in both lexical and morphological aspects in the official email were so prominent and sometimes occurred in every month. Most of the users tend to utilize the wrong content email repeatedly, which it is lead to the factors of this weakness. Hence, to minimize this issue, various alternatives need to be taken so that the official email no longer contains the language weaknesses. Taking this into account, the researchers have provided general guidance on language errors in lexical and morphological aspects as an initiative to email users. This general language error guide contains the words that are often misleading to email users. This guide will help email users to use and implement the correct words in the email. Here is an example of a general guide draft provided by researchers based on the weaknesses of the analysis: 
